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Welcome to Haus Glass
We’re a small, family run business that offers a professional, 
perfectionist and personal service for your glazing projects.

We started out ten years ago as The Bifolding Doors Company,  
and have since gone from strength to strength, installing hundreds  
of bi-folding doors throughout the country. As Haus Glass, we’ve 
broadened our product range to include aluminium window,  
glass roof and sliding door systems.

We take pride in our experience, friendliness and ability to deliver 
on your demands. Whatever you require, quality and style comes 
guaranteed.

 Our products create a sense  
of space and focus on detail 

Haus Glass Directors, Mark and Kerri will 
point you in the right direction for choosing 

the best products for your project!
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Our showroom based in Warrington,  
Cheshire has recently undertaken an 
extensive refurbishment with the most 
modern and up to date products on the 
market. Giving you inspiration to create  
a style that is sympathetic to your  
project and property.

At Haus Glass we cover everything you need for 
your glazing project. From the planning stage, 
through to architect plans and liaising with your 
builder/project manager on site, we offer  
a friendly, experienced one-to-one service.  
All our products are tailor made to match  
your specific needs. 

Everything in this brochure can be seen at our 
showroom based in Warrington, Cheshire.  
Why not pay us a visit, enjoy a cup of coffee 
and be inspired by the most modern and up  
to date products on the market?
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Bi-folding doors
Bi-folding doors can add magic to any home extension, new build  
or renovation. You can create a bright and versatile space that 
brings the outside into your indoors, creating a seamless link 
between internal and external lifestyles.

Our doors come in a standard range of popular colours that can be 
supplied and installed within a very quick lead time. We also offer a 
bespoke colour range, giving you the choice to powder coat your doors  
in a finish that suits your interior or exterior design scheme.

Space to entertain...
Two pane bifold door as an 
alternative to a french door
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Removable corner post option also available. For specific product 
details on out bifolding door range ask for our specification files. 

Stylish architectural finishes

These British and German doors are engineered so that the weight is 
distributed to the bottom tracks, giving you an effortless glide motion.  
Slim and pleasing profiles and fashionable colour coded or stainless steel 
hardware means they really are the most desirable doors on the market. 

There is a range of glazing options from 24mm, 28mm, to 32mm either  
using double glazed or triple glazed specifications, incorporating the  
most up to date of glass technology. 

All our units use Low E energy-saving glass with Argon gas filled cavities  
and a warm edge space bar technology. This allows us to achieve excellent  
U Values that can be tailored to your project needs. For privacy, why not  
pick from our stylish integral blinds whether remote or manual. 

FD85
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Haus Glass introducing  
the RK entrance door systems

RK Door Systems specialises in the supply of highly insulated 
aluminium entrance doors that offer exceptional performance 
combined with contemporary designs.

Using precision German technology we have developed a selection  
of contemporary entrance doors that offer extremely low maintenance  
with wipe clean surfaces and through their rigid construction will not  
warp or bow.

Each design is available in a range of specifications and finishes and 
combined with their modern and unique designs they will make a stunning 
entrance to any building. Our range of doors suit every style and budget, 
starting with the Entré range for the cost conscious buyer through to our 
stunning Pivot doors with unique finishes for the ultimate entrance.

Key features

•  PAS24 certified & Secured  
By Design accredited

• 10 Year Warranty
•  Fully flush profile internally  

and externally
•  Bespoke and flexible design options with 

oversize doors available
•  All doors manufactured in the same factory 

using high quality German components
•  All doors with glass are triple glazed with 

laminated security glass as standard
•  180 degree concealed hinges available
• Excellent Google reviews

•  Amazing thermal performance  
U values from 0.95 down to 0.67

•  Easy to clean wipe down surfaces with 
removable trims to conceal all fixings 
which are stainless steel as standard

• Single frame construction
•  Available in specialist metallic finishes 

such as Antique Textured Bronze and 
Rustic Steel
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Sliding door systems
If you are looking for a true hygge 
lifestyle, then your choice is clear.  
We can provide an effortlessly moving 
glass wall that creates style, light and 
contemporary modern living. That means 
you can enjoy wonderful views from  
the comfort of your home whatever  
the season.

Our doors boast an excellent maximum sash 
width of 3.35 metres and 3.2 maximum height. 
State of the art glazing options mean you enjoy  
the ultimate glass room experience.

We offer a standard range of popular colours 
and a bespoke colour range. You also have 
the choice to powder coat your doors in a 
finish that suits your interior or exterior design 
scheme.

The handle system uses a lift and glide built in 
motion. This means you can choose to open the 
door as little or as much as you like. The simple 
turn of a handle lifts large panes with ease from 
the durable stainless steel track and panes can 
be moved to an opening to suit you.

‘HYGGE’  A warm, cosy and homely atmosphere
Two panel

Three panel

Four panel

Five panel

Some of our popular configurations,  
please see website for further choices
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Introducing our new premium sliding  
door range -  The Sunflex SVG30

Our Sunflex aluminium sliding doors offer a 
dynamic stylish look and maximises the light 
into your room, whilst releasing the potential 
of your view. With our new ungraded ultra 
slim SV30 it is has an incredible slim interlock 
sightline of just 30mm.

The advance technology of the SVG30 means 
that unlike other slim frame sliding doors like 
our Haus Infinium, there is no requirement for 
large reinforced profile sections that can  
extend to 150mm from the face of the frame, 
which reduces the sightline of the system  
when viewed from an angle.

We also offer a stylish stainless steel feature 
handle for a modern and contemporary look.  
Alternatively we can also offer a recessed 
handle option which is set into the frame of  
the doors to allow flush stacking of your sashes.

With regards to security - anti-lift blocks  
prevent the panels being levered from the 
tracks. With a full height thermally broken  
claw lock at every meeting section ensuring  
the panels cannot be pulled apart.

Toughened glass unit used as standard,  
but can be upgraded to laminate security  
glass on the outer pane which then achieves 
PAS24 the requirement for the latest  
Document Q Regulations.

 

Our other available systems...

Reynaers CP130

Key features
•  Twin and triple track option 
•  Open corner option available
•  Smooth lift and glide movement 
•    Slim 68mm interlock on 2 pane option - 

98mm as standard for other configurations
This system not only glides smoothly, it also 
boasts industry leading maximum door sizes, 
making it our most popular sliding door.

Haus Infinium SV35

Key features
•   Twin and triple track option 
•   Intermediate interlock/sightline of just 35mm
•   Structurally bonded on site for increased 

strength and weather performance 
This system sits in the middle of our sliding 
door range and offers the best of both worlds, 
ie upgrade to stainless steel bar handles and 
with its slim interlock at an achievable price 
than our Sunflex Premier range of sliding doors.
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Celebrating our heritage

New Haus Heritage  
windows & doors

If you are wanting to replace or add  
a traditional window and door system  
to a property that deserves something  
a bit more special than your average –  
then look no further than our Haus 
Heritage Window and Doors Collection.

Our Haus Heritage architectural system, is 
designed to replicate a Crittall / metal style, 
with the heritage windows and doors being well 
designed and suited for any period or traditional 
property. Incorporating modern aluminium 
window technology with traditional design, our 
heritage windows would look fantastic in any 
home, whether art deco, industrial, townhouse, 
conservation areas or quite simply in a modern 
apartment or family extension.

Achieving high security and excellent  
U Values, our heritage aluminium windows  
are an excellent choice.

Haus Heritage can also be used as internal 
doors and dividers due to the slim profile 
dimensions and they come in a great choice 
heritage aluminium style.
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Aluminium windows
Your choice of windows and the proportions of the opening  
can radically affect the personality of your home and the  
daylight you enjoy.

Aluminium windows are quickly becoming very fashionable in both 
traditional and modern buildings. Our stylish aluminium casement 
windows are thermally broken and use efficient glazing to create 
excellent U values. With high security locking systems, and the 
appeal of our range of powder coating options, these really are the 
most stylish windows on the market. 

When ordering windows for a new build or an extension, lead times 
are important. Here at Haus Glass we can move your project forward 
quickly with our exceptionally fast service.

We offer two ranges of windows systems to suit different styles of 
property and budgets. Our windows come in all shapes and sizes - 
from gable triangular frames which can be incorporated with bi-
folding or sliding doors, to large curtain wall ‘feature’ windows. 

Aluminium offers you all of these options as it is strong, durable  
and designed and engineered to make your windows bigger,  
yet sleek in design.

What do you see through your windows today ...
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Window Styles Available

• Curtain Walling
• Gables
• Shaped Windows
• Traditional Casement
• Tilt and Turn
• Industrial Metal Casement Style
• Glass Bonded/glass to glass corner windows

Features

• Bespoke RAL Colour Options                                                                                
• Traditional/Contemporary Profile Sections
• Choice of hardware finishes
• High security locking systems
• Night vent facilities
•  Fire escape/child restrictor hinge  

options available
•  Various glazing options that as low  

as 1.1W/m2K U value 
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Frameless roof l ights
Glass specification

•  Solar reflective glass
•  Structural grade sealed double 

glazed unit
•  Black thermal spacer bar
•  Argon gas filled
•  Soft coat
•  Dow 3362 structural
•  Toughened
•  Arrised edges

See more sky ...
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1000 X 1000

Length Width
810 810

970 Length 970 Width
Length Width

1000 1000
970 970

810 810 Glass Size 985 985Internal Kerb

External Manufacturing Size

Recommended Internal Kerb Size

Finished External Kerb Size

External Manufacturing Size

External Kerb Size

Example section drawing for 1000 x 1000 roof (other sizes available)

Aluminium roof systems
At Haus Glass, we have won numerous awards for our innovation, 
design and stylish glass structures. Winners have included a 
traditional lantern for an orangery effect and a bespoke roof 
structure that can be designed to suit any opening.

We offer a range of standard lantern and flat roof modules that can be 
supplied direct or installed by ourselves.

Recently we have introduced highly popular modern and contemporary flat 
glass roof lights. These create light and a real focal point and your home.

With its ultra-slim profile, the flat rooflight perfectly complements  
our aluminium windows and bi fold door systems. The rooflights are 
perfect for any contemporary or industrial style extension or new build  
and are a superb centrepiece for any room.
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This old terraced property in Chester required 
more living space. Our clients instructed a local 
architect and builder to design and build a 
modern contemporary kitchen dining extension.

They wanted to complement the style of the 
original Victorian property with features such as 
exposed brickwork, steel and our glazing. This 
really does capture the industrial look that’s 
very popular with urban dwellers. Our new 
stylish Haus Glass flat roof was incorporated, 

Indu strial
bringing endless amounts of light and sky into 
this fantastic kitchen living space and, because 
of its flat design, the roof stays discrete from the 
outside. 

Grey aluminium windows were installed as a 
feature at ceiling level, creating an element of 
height and space, flooding light into the room 
below. With our stylish and secure grey RAL 
7016 bi-folding doors, this space can be opened 
up when entertaining on long summer evenings.

RAL 7016
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RAL 7015

This modern house in Bowden, Cheshire had 
a complete Haus Glass makeover with our 
aluminium flush casement slate grey windows, 
Haus Entrance door and bi-folding doors.  
These elements open up the whole of the house 
at the rear.

This is a great example of how you can turn 
a tired looking home into a contemporary 
masterpiece of design.

Modern Contemporary
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If you are looking at adding a stylish, 
sophisticated contemporary living space  
in additional to your home, then look no  
further than what we have achieved in the  
heart of Cheshire.
 
With our bespoke aluminium roof structure, 
which captures and draws the light from above, 
along with the bifolding doors when fully open 
truly access all of the colours and ambience  
of the garden. 

After meetings with our client, we provided 
designs, ideas and inspiration which led to  
the final project specification. 

Imagine yourself on a warm summers 
evening with a glass of wine in this beautiful, 
contemporary glass garden room.

Glass Space

RAL 7016
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A beautiful modern extension on a traditional 
house set in the heart of the Lancashire 
countryside.  

This unique extension has a real ‘hygge’ feel 
about it, with natural Anthracite Greys and 
traditional stone colourings, incorporating a 
wood burning stove creates a cosy, modern and 
stylish extension.  With the additional of our 
Haus Heritage internal door set completes this 
contrast of modern and old traditional building 
rather well.

Rural A f fair RAL 7016
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Davenport Architecture have used and specified Haus Glass on a 
number of projects across the North West. The service and quality 
of installation provided by the Haus Glass is excellent and delivered 
to an extremely high standard. The systems and products offered by 
Haus Glass are of outstanding quality and offer flexible solutions to 
both simple and complex projects.

Jamie Davenport, Director
Davenport Architecture

We have had a great relationship with the team ever 
since we began supplying them in 2011. Due to their 
focus on providing quality installation and top class 
customer service they have become an accredited 
Origin partner with a trade rank of Gold, the best 
available. In 2015, they deservedly won our award 
for Best Northern Trade Partner and have continued 
improving ever since.

Andrew Halsall, Managing Director
Origin

Haus Glass provide an excellent service from start to finish every 
time. We have engaged Mark and the team on a number of our  
more bespoke projects and they have provided a very high quality 
product to meet with our client’s demands. I would not hesitate  
to recommend Haus Glass. 

James Weston, Director
Spencer Weston Developments
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Tel   01925 571557   
Email   info@hausglass.co.uk
Web   www.hausglass.co.uk
Visit    102 Gainsborough Road,  

Warrington, Cheshire, WA4 6BN

Project Notes
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